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A B S T R A C T

High entropy alloys present opportunities to develop new materials with unique mechanical properties. Through
careful selection of constituent elements and thermal processing, different microstructures with varying prop-
erties can be achieved. This study is focused on an interesting class of high entropy alloys with dual phase
microstructure, a soft FCC and a hard BCC phase. Specifically, the local material response of Al13CoCrFeNi
(atomic %), at the microscale and in the vicinity of phase boundaries, is analyzed using high resolution strain
and grain orientation measurements. Different heat treatments resulting in varying phase volume fractions and
deformation temperatures were considered. The local response of this high entropy alloy displayed significant
heterogeneity in plastic strain accumulation with preferential accumulation in the FCC grains and localizations
at phase boundaries. The preferential accumulation of plastic strains in FCC grains (33–85% higher than BCC)
was further enhanced with very high temperature heat treatments conducted at 1300 °C. These changes in plastic
strain partitioning were associated with the increase in BCC phase volume fraction which was altered during
heat treatment. At the macro-scale, the unloading response of Al13CoCrFeNi revealed a nonlinear unloading
behavior with large magnitudes of recoverable strains (0.9–1.4%). Deformation at cryogenic temperatures re-
vealed slip dominated plasticity and no changes in the underlying deformation mechanism due to temperate
reduction. However, the plastic strain partitioning between the FCC and BCC phases is shown to be affected with
larger magnitudes of plastic strains accumulating in the FCC phase, and less in the BCC phase, compared to the
room temperature deformation response.

1. Introduction

High entropy alloys (HEA) continue to capture interest in the re-
search community due to their desirable mechanical properties and the
potential for further enhancements and tunability through careful se-
lection of constituent elements, composition, and heat treatment [1–4].
Although most studies have been focused on HEAs with single phase
compositions, e.g., the FCC FeNiCoCrMn Cantor alloy [5], multi-phase
structures are increasingly being explored in the effort to develop new
alloys with unique properties [6–8]. In such microstructures, the re-
sulting alloy properties will inherently be dependent on the constituent
phases, e.g., their individual strength and ductility [9], the volume
fraction of each phase [10,11], and the heterogeneities in deformation
introduced by phase boundaries 12]. A proper understanding of the
micro-scale response, i.e., at the scale of individual grains and in the
vicinity of phase boundaries, is crucial in explaining the macro-scale
response and can aid the design and optimization of the alloy proper-
ties. This work aims to investigate the local response of a dual phase
HEA, particularly the Al13CoCrFeNi (atomic %) system [6,9,13–15].

Through high resolution local strain and grain orientation measure-
ments, we study the dissimilar buildup of plastic strains in the con-
stituent phases and the localizations taking place at phase boundaries.
In addition, by subjecting the alloy to different heat treatments, thus
altering the volume fraction and composition of the FCC and BCC
phases, the changes in the local response due to phase volume fraction
variations were also assessed.

The development of dual phase HEAs with one of the phases being
soft, to enhance ductility, and a hard second phase, to improve strength,
has been the main motivation for recent efforts [1,16]. Changes and
deviation from the equiatomic composition present in the widely stu-
died FeMnNiCoCr HEA, has been shown to induce the formation of dual
phase structures, FCC and HCP [7]. The introduction of Al, however,
has been reported to result in the formation of a ductile FCC and hard
BCC phases [6,17–19]. The AlxCoCrFeNi system has been the subject of
many recent studies focusing on the effect of Al concentration on the
resulting phase stability [11,15,20], effect of deformation temperature
on the mechanical properties and ordering of the BCC and FCC phases
[11,21,22], type of processing [23–26], heat treatment effects on
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microstructure and mechanical properties [10,11,13,27,28], and even
studies reporting a rather surprising stress induced martensitic trans-
formation leading to reversible deformation [29]. The aforementioned
works have provided valuable insight into microstructural changes,
induced by heat treatment and composition changes, and their impact
on the macro-scale properties such as hardness and stress-strain re-
sponse. Ma et al. provide an additional insight into the micro-scale
response through the use of in-situ Neutron diffraction [29]. By mea-
suring the elastic lattice strains in both phases, they were able to point
out a lower yielding behavior in the FCC phase and stress partitioning
where the BCC phase was shown to carry higher stresses compared to
the FCC phase. There is however less work on plastic strain partitioning
between the FCC and the BCC constituent phases. A better under-
standing of the buildup of plastic strains, locally, and its partitioning
between the present phases sheds important and further insight into the
micro-mechanical response (e.g., ductility of each phase and the level of
mismatch between phases across the phase boundary). This particular
aspect will be a subject of investigation in this study and used to explain
variations in macro-scale response induced by different heat treatments
on Al13CoCrFeNi HEA.

The low temperature performance of some HEAs (i.e., improved
toughness, strength, and ductility at cryogenic temperatures) has been
one of the most intriguing properties of this class of materials. Several
studies have evaluated the low temperature performance of the
AlxCoCrFeNi HEA focusing on the macro-scale mechanical properties
and microstructural analysis using the transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) [8,21,30]. In general, strength increased with lowering the
deformation temperature but, and unlike the equiatomic FeMnNiCoCr
system, no improvement in ductility was measured. The reported duc-
tility levels remained consistent across different deformation tempera-
tures which is still valuable given the expected degradation in tradi-
tional alloy systems. In the single phase FeNiCoCrMn FCC HEA alloy
systems, the activation of deformation twinning at low temperatures
has been shown to influence the mechanical response and result in si-
multaneous enhancements of strength and ductility [3,31–33]. The
presence of deformation twins has not been reported for the
AlxCoCrFeNi HEA system which can partially explain the limited duc-
tility. In addition, the presence of the hard BCC phase could be the
ductility limiting factor and not the details of the deformation me-
chanisms, slip or twinning, in the soft FCC phase [9,10]. In this work,
we aim to provide further insight into the micro-scale material response
of Al13CoCrFeNi (atomic %) at cryogenic temperatures. Particularly we
focus on, evaluating the active deformation mechanisms in the FCC
phase and whether deformation twining contributes to the built up of
plastic strains. In addition, we quantitatively evaluate strain parti-
tioning between the soft FCC and hard BCC phases in an attempt to
determine if the buildup of mismatch between these two constituent
phases influences the resultant alloy ductility.

High resolution local strain measurements combined with electron
backscattering diffraction (EBSD) has been shown to provide effective
means to evaluate the local deformation response including the acti-
vation of slip [34–36], twinning [37], and the local built up of strains at
with sub-grain level resolution [34]. These techniques will be utilized in
this work to shed valuable insight into the micro-scale response of the
Al13CoCrFeNi (atomic %) HEA. We focus on quantifying the plastic
strain partitioning between the constituent phases and the localizations
of strains in the vicinity of phase boundaries for different phase volume
fractions and deformation temperatures.

2. Materials and methods

An ingot of FeNiCoCrAl13 (atomic %) was grown using the
Bridgman technique in an argon atmosphere. Homogenization of the
crystal was conducted in a helium atmosphere at 1100 °C for 24 h fol-
lowed by quenching in water. The resulting microstructure was a dual
phase material with FCC (Fe and Cr rich) and BCC (Ni and Al rich)

phases. The BCC phase had a single< 001 >orientation while the
FCC grains where either of a< 001 > or< 110 > grain orientations
(relative to the loading axis). Crystal orientations were determined
using Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and compositions using
EDX. Dogbone tension samples with 3×1.5mm gauge section and
8mm gauge length were electric discharge machined from the ingot.
Samples tested in this condition are referred to “As Grown” samples
throughout the manuscript. Heat treatment, for selected samples, was
conducted in air at two different temperatures, 1100 °C for 90min and
1300 °C for 60 and 120min. In all cases, the heat treatments were
terminated by quenching the samples in water. All samples were po-
lished using SiC paper to prepare the surface for high resolution ex-situ
DIC measurements following the procedure detailed in [38].

Two different types of experiments were carried out in this work; in-
situ DIC where loading was carried out in a micro-loading stage and ex-
situ DIC with deformation carried out in a standard load frame with
postmortem ex-situ strain measurements of the residual deformation.
For the in-situ type experiment, DIC reference and deformed images
were collected using an optical microscope equipped with a micro-
loading stage (20× magnification with imaging resolution of 0.22 µm/
pixel). For samples dedicated for high resolution residual strain mea-
surements (i.e., ex-situ type experiments), DIC reference and deformed
images were captured using optical microscopy at either 25 or 50×
magnifications (corresponding to 0.17 and 0.09 µm/pixel, respec-
tively). Loading was conducted using an Instron servo hydraulic load
frame, in strain control with an average strain rate of 1–3 s−1, to 3%
total normal strain and then unloaded in load control. After deforma-
tion, samples were removed from the load frame to capture deformed
images of the region of interest (outlined with fiducial markers prior to
loading).

3. Results and analysis

Optical images showing the morphology of “As Grown” and heat
treated samples are shown in Fig. 1. As confirmed through EBSD, the
microstructure had two distinct phases, an FCC (Fe and Cr rich) and
BCC (Ni and Al rich) phases (shown in Fig. 1a). Aging heat treatments
up to four hours at temperatures below 900 °C did not cause any no-
ticeable difference in either the volume fraction or composition of the
phases compared to the “As Grown” conditions. However, heat treat-
ments conducted at 1100 °C did alter the relative distribution of phases
as shown in Fig. 1b. More noticeable changes were observed at 1300 °C
heat treatments as shown in Fig. 1c-d. An obvious increase in the size of
the FCC and BCC regions was clearly observed. In addition, the volume
fraction of the BCC phase has changed and increased, for example, from
25% for the “As Grown” conditions to 51% after a 120min heat
treatment at 1300 °C. The composition of the corresponding phases has
also changed during heat treatment, an example is shown in Fig. 1e.

As noted above, heat treatments conducted at high temperatures re-
sulted in clear microstructural changes and lead to an increase in the BCC
phase volume fraction and alteration in both FCC and BCC phase com-
positions. To assess the impact of these changes on the macro-scale re-
sponse, samples were loaded to 3% total strain, in tension, and unloaded
in load control. The stress-strain response for the “As Grown” sample and a
selected heat treated sample are shown in Fig. 2a. The heat treated sam-
ples, in all cases, displayed a steep hardening response, beyond yielding
and up to ~ 1.5% total strain, compared to the “As Grown” conditions
∆ ≅ ∆ ≅°σ σ[ 290MPa compared to 160MPa]heat treated C for min As1300 120 Grown .
Upon unloading, all samples displayed a rather large recovery response
with measured recoverable strain ranging from 0.9% for the “As Grown”
conditions to a remarkable 1.4% for samples heat treated at 1300 °C. A
summary of the macro-scale measured properties is shown in Fig. 2b. An
increase in the amount of recoverable strain is clearly observed after
1300 °C heat treatments. This suggests a correlation between the phase
volume fraction (shown in change in Fig. 1) and the measured recoverable
strain. This topic is subjected to further discussion in Section 4.
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To better understand the micro-scale response, a sample in the “As
Grown” conditions was loaded in tension using a micro-loading stage
fitted on an optical microscope. During loading, deformed images were
captured in-situ at 20× magnification (0.22 µm/pixel) for DIC strain
measurements. The stresses wwere calculated using the load measured
from the micro-loading stage force transducer while the strains were
calculated by averaging the normal strain field (i.e., along the loading
direction which is designated as [100] direction in sample frame) in a
250×250 µm region on the sample's surface. The resulting stress-strain
response is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows an optical image of the
region of interest which was outlined using micro-hardness fiducial
markers. These markers were crucial for subsequent alignment of the
DIC strain field with the underlying microstructure. EBSD analysis in
the region of interest prior to loading revealed an approximately<
001 > and< 110 > grain orientations for the FCC phase and pre-
dominately< 001 > for the BCC phase as shown in the inverse pole
figures (IPF) presented in Fig. 3c.

The buildup of local strains with continued loading can be observed
from DIC strain contour plots as shown, for example, at three different
stress levels in Fig. 3d-f (points A, C, and D in Fig. 3a). The phase
boundaries were overlaid on each of the contour plots using a MATLAB
code which was written to extract the location of FCC and BCC phases
using the optical image contrast (Fig. 3b). The fiducial markers, which
were visible in both the optical image of the microstructure and the DIC
images, were used to transform the location of the phase boundaries to
the DIC contour plots. In addition, as each grain in the region of interest
can be unambiguously described as either an FCC or BCC grain based on
image contrast, the data overlay procedure provided accurate descrip-
tion of the phase for each point in the DIC region. Therefore, the
buildup of deformation in these two different phases can be quantified
and analyzed separately. A summary of the total average strain (both
FCC and BCC), the FCC average strains, and the BCC average strains are
shown in Table 1 for the four points marked in Fig. 3a (i.e., points A –
D). Given the size of the BCC and FCC grains, the volume fraction of the
BCC phase (~ 25%), and the resolution of the DIC measurements, no
noticeable difference between the response in the FCC and BCC grains
was observed as summarized in Table 1. The strain field standard de-
viation quantifies the heterogeneity in deformation which was shown to
increase at higher levels of deformation (e.g., increasing from 0.19% at
point A to 1.02% at C prior to unloading). Again, no noticeable dif-
ference between the FCC and BCC phase response was measured for the
sample discussed in Fig. 3 (i.e., “As Grown” conditions and room tem-
perature deformation).

As shown earlier in Figs. 1 and 2, heat treatment had a significant
effect on the BCC/FCC grain sizes and volume fractions. Samples sub-
jected to the 1300 °C heat treatments for 60 and 120min resulted in the
most noticeable changes in terms of grain size and phase volume
fraction. Therefore, to further understand the impact of these micro-
structural changes on the mechanical properties, compared to the “As
Grown” conditions, we subject the heat treated samples to identical 3%
deformation, in tension, followed by unloading. High resolution DIC
strain measurements were collected from the deformed samples after
unloading (i.e., ex-situ residual deformation measurements). Reference
and deformed images were collected using an optical microscope at
50× magnification (0.09 µm/pixel). A total of 6 images were captured
to cover a 250×250 µm region of interest following the procedure
presented in [34,39]. The microstructural information (i.e., grain size

Fig. 1. (a) Optical image showing the microstructure of the dual phase “As Grown” HEA. (b) – (c) optical images showing the changes in structure after different heat treatments. (e) A
summary of phase volume fractions, obtained from EBSD, and composition of individual phases (EDX) for two different heat treatments.

Fig. 2. (a) Stress-strain response of selected samples loaded in tension at room tem-
perature. (b) A summary of the macro-scale properties measured after different heat
treatments. A rather large recoverable strain component was measured for all samples.
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and phase) were available from optical images after surface polishing
and prior to the application of the DIC speckle pattern.

Fig. 4a shows a comparison between the stress strain response of a
sample subjected to 60min heat treatment at 1300 °C and a sample in
the “As Grown” conditions. A significant increase in strength, strain
hardening rate, and recoverable strains can be clearly observed in the
macro-scale measurements. An optical image showing the micro-
structure in the region of interest (prior to deformation) is shown in
Fig. 4b. The high resolution DIC strain measurements after unloading
are shown in Fig. 4c-d for the same region of interest marked in Fig. 4b.
By separating the DIC strains into FCC and BCC (using the underlying
microstructure and a MATLAB code as explained above), a dissimilar
accumulation of residual plastic strains is revealed (Plastic strain par-
titioning). As shown in Fig. 4c, the average strain in the FCC grains was
~ 1.8% compared to 1.3% in the BCC grains (i.e., FCC plastic strain
38% higher than BCC). Also the standard deviation, which is a measure
of deformation heterogeneity, was also higher for the FCC grains, which
is expected given the higher level of plastic deformation. Such a var-
iation between the residual deformation in the FCC and BCC phases was
not detected from samples in the “As Grown” conditions (see Fig. 3 and
Table 1) which suggests that the phase volume fraction and grain size
must have induced this behavior. The full field strain contour plot
shown in Fig. 4d reveals high levels of residual strains in FCC grains

compared to BCC regions, which is consistent with the summary data
presented in Fig. 4c. In addition to the preferential accumulation of
plastic strains in selected FCC grains, phase boundaries were shown to
have localized deformation in their vicinity as marked for multiple
boundaries in Fig. 4d with black and white arrows. Various factors can
induce such a response, e.g., the incompatibility across the interface and
the formation of dislocation pileups, as will be discussed in Section 4.

With heat treatment time increased from 60min (presented in
Fig. 4) to 120min, a similar increase in strength and amount of re-
coverable strain was observed as shown in Fig. 5a. DIC analysis of
plastic strain partitioning between the FCC and BCC phases for the
microstructure shown in Fig. 5b is presented in Fig. 5c. A noticeable
increase in the average strain accumulation in the FCC phase was ob-
served (2.36%) compared to the 60min heat treatment case (1.78%).
The BCC phase average strain did not experience a significant change
(average 1.34% for the 60min heat treatment compared to 1.27 for the
120min treatment). The reduction in the FCC volume fraction with
longer heat treatments, and assuming no changes in the ductility of the
constituent phases, can explain such a response. As the FCC regions
have to accommodate the same amount of total plastic strain in a
smaller region, the FCC grains have to deform more and accumulate
higher levels of plastic strains. The full field strain contour plot shown
in Fig. 5d confirms the preferential accumulation of plastic strains in

Fig. 3. (a) Stress-strain response of “As Grown” sample loaded in tension using micro-loading stage. (b) Optical image showing the microstructure in the region of interest on the sample's
surface (DIC region). (c) IPFs showing the grain orientations for the FCC and BCC phases. (d) – (f) DIC strain contour plots of the normal strain with overlaid phase boundaries at different
stress levels.

Table 1
Summary of the normal strain field properties – As Grown conditions.

Point (Stress) Average Normal
Strain (%)

FCC Average Normal
Strain (%)

BCC Average Normal
Strain (%)

Normal Strain Stdv.
(%)

FCC Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

BCC Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

A (400MPa) 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.19 0.19 0.19
B (600MPa) 2.04 2.06 2.03 0.46 0.46 0.46
C (740MPa) 3.94 3.97 3.90 1.02 1.02 1.02
D (Unloaded) 3.02 3.05 2.98 1.00 1.00 0.99
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FCC grains. Localizations in the vicinity of phase boundaries was also
very evident in this case as pointed with black and white arrows on the
contour plot. In addition, strain accumulations, locally, and extending
between adjacent FCC grains, thus passing through BCC regions, has
been observed in multiple locations as pointed with red and white ar-
rows on the strain contour plot. These features can be the result of slip
transmission across the phase boundaries between the soft FCC grains,
through the hard BCC phase.

A summary of the plastic strain partitioning results for the different
treatments is provided in Table 2. The volume fractions were estimated
from the optical images of the microstructure (Fig. 3b, Fig. 4b, and
Fig. 5b). As discussed above, the increase in the BCC volume fraction,
and the associated decrease in the FCC volume fraction, has led to an
increase in the average FCC strains. In addition, and as pointed out from
the strain field standard deviation, an increased level of deformation
heterogeneity was also observed. The higher levels of plastic strains in

the FCC regions will inherently result in higher levels of heterogeneity
which is confirmed by the results presented in Table 2. We also notice a
pronounced increase in the BCC strains standard deviation (i.e., be-
coming more heterogeneous), the transmission of slip between the FCC
soft grains through the BCC regions can partially explain this result. It is
noted that for the 60min heat treatment, higher FCC volume fraction
commpared to the 120min heat treatment, the localization of strains
was more pronounced within the larger FCC grains with less extension
or transmission across the BCC phase. The BCC strain field standard
deviation was less in this case compared to the 120min heat treatment
case were the full field contour plots pointed to multiple locations with
possible slip transmission across the BCC regions.

Another topic of interest in this work is the micro-scale response of
Al13CoCrFeNi HEA at low temperatures. Fig. 6a presents a comparison
between the stress-strain response for three samples deformed at room
temperature (RT), − 25 °C, and − 196 °C. Cooling was achieved

Fig. 4. (a) Comparison between the stress-
strain response of “As Grown” and heat
treated sample for 60min at 1300 °C. (b)
Optical image showing the microstructure in
the region of interest on the sample's surface
(DIC region). (c) Strain histograms of the
normal strain (along loading direction) for
the FCC and BCC regions. (d) DIC strain
contour plots of the normal strain with
overlaid phase boundaries. Black and white
arrows point to localizations at phase
boundaries.

Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between the stress-
strain response of “As Grown” and heat
treated sample for 120min at 1300 °C. (b)
Optical image showing the microstructure in
the region of interest on the sample's surface
(DIC region). (c) Strain histograms of the
normal strain (along loading direction) for
the FCC and BCC regions. (d) DIC strain
contour plots of the normal strain with
overlaid phase boundaries. Black and white
arrows point to localizations at phase
boundaries. Red and white arrows point to
localizations extending between FCC grains
through BCC regions indicating possible slip
transmission across the phase boundaries.
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through custom load frame grips which allowed for liquid nitrogen (LN)
circulation. The sample's temperature was measured using a thermo-
couple fitted on the back surface. Isothermal conditions were achieved
and maintained for 5min prior to deformation. The strength increased
by lowering the temperature, however the strain hardening rate was
almost identical for the temperatures considered. The activation of
twinning at LN temperatures for the FeNiCoCrMn is accompanied by
pronounced increase in the hardening rate compared to slip dominated
deformation. The absence of such response for the Al13CoCrFeNi sug-
gests that no major change in the underlying deformation mechanism is
expected between samples deformed at RT and LN temperatures.

To shed further insight into the local deformation mechanism at LN
temperatures, EBSD data was collected from a 250×250 µm region of
interest before deformation and after applying 3% normal strain, in
tension, and unloading at −196 °C (LN). Micro hardness fiducial mar-
kers were used to outline the region of interest so EBSD data can be
collected from the same region on the sample's surface. Figs. 6b and c
shows the grain orientation and the phase map, respectively, after de-
formation (i.e.,~ 2% residual strain). Figs. 6d and e shows the IPF plots
for both phases prior to and after loading (obtained from the same
sample and region of interest). As the grain orientation data before and
after deformation were very similar, this points to slip dominated ac-
tivity with no sign of activation of deformation twinning in the FCC
phase.

High resolution and full field strain measurements at the micro-scale were
also conducted for samples deformed at LN temperatures. To achieve very

high resolutions, reference images were collected in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) at three different magnification; 1000×(0.062µm/pixel),
3000×(0.031µm/pixel), and 4000×(0.023µm/pixel). The reference
images were captured after EBSD data collection with no stage tilting.
Deformed images were captured under the same condition after deformation
at−196 °C. The reference images taken at the three different magnifications
are shown in Fig. 7a-c. Only a single SEM image was captured at each
magnification which results in a reduction in the field of view (i.e., the region
of interest) with magnification increase as shown in Fig. 7a. Nevertheless, the
DIC measurement resolution improve significantly which allows more de-
tailed analysis of the localization of plastic strains in the vicinity of phase
boundaries and amore accurate assessment of the strain partitioning between
the constituent phases. The full field normal strain contour plots are shown in
Fig. 7d-f for the three considered magnifications. The results point to a pre-
ferential accumulation of plastic strains in FCC grains as depicted visually
from the contour plots and summarized quantitatively in Table 3. Notice that
as the resolution improves with increasing magnification, the difference be-
tween the accumulation of residual strains in the two phases become clear
and more pronounced. We note that such a response, although observed for
the heat treated samples, was not detected for the “As Grown” conditions
when deformation was conducted at RT. This quantitatively points to higher
levels of mismatch between the constituent phases at lower deformation
temperatures.

To unambiguously determine the underlying deformation me-
chanism for the Al13CoCrFeNi HEA when subjected to cryogenic tem-
perature deformation, high magnification SEM micrographs and EBSD

Table 2
Summary of the plastic strain partitioning for different heat treatments.

Heat Treatment BCC Volume
Fraction Estimate

Residual Normal
Strain (%)

FCC Average
Normal Strain (%)

BCC Average
Normal Strain (%)

Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

FCC Normal
Strain Stdv. (%)

BCC Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

As Grown 39% (Fig. 3b) 3.02 3.05 2.99 1.00 1.00 0.99
1300 °C – 60min 46% (Fig. 4b) 1.58 1.78 1.34 0.97 1.02 0.84
1300 °C – 120min 57% (Fig. 5b) 1.73 2.36 1.27 2.14 2.60 1.50

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between the stress-strain response at RT, −25 °C and −196 °C. (b) – (c) Grain orientation map and phase map, respectively, obtained after deformation for the
sample loaded at −196 °C as shown in (a). (d) IPFs for the FCC and BCC phases in the region of interest shown in (b). Data collected prior to loading. (e) Same as (d) but after loading.
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data were collected on a sample deformed at −196 °C. Fig. 8a shows a
high magnification SEM image of a deformed sample showing two FCC
grains, marked as Grain 1 and Grain 2, and BCC regions. The two se-
lected grains have roughly a< 001 > and< 110 > orientations re-
lative to the loading direction which is representative of the entire
microstructure. A Grain orientation map and a phase map for the same
region in Fig. 8a are presented in Fig. 8b-c, respectively. The EBSD data
within the two FCC grains does not point to any twinning activity,
which would cause a 60° misorientation across the twin boundary.
Therefore, the plastic deformation within the FCC soft grains is domi-
nated by slip at the strain levels considered in this work. This is further
confirmed by conducting slip trace analysis on the SEM image in
Fig. 8a. Using the grain orientation data collected from EBSD, the
crystallographic planes associated with the slip traces on the sample's
surface were determined (i.e., described as one of the {111} slip
planes). By calculating the Schmid factor for each of the possible twelve
FCC slip systems, the systems with obvious slip trace on the sample's
surface and having the highest Schmid factor were considered to be
activated. Based on this analysis, the activated slip in both of the re-
presentative FCC grains was determined to take place on the systems
with highest Schmid factors as marked for both grains in Fig. 8a
(Schmid behavior). This further confirms slip dominated deformation
under the strain levels and temperatures considered in this study.

4. Discussion

Previous works on the AlxCoCrFeNi HEA system have pointed to a strong

structure dependence based on the Al concentration [6,9,17–19,24]. Given
the considered alloy composition (i.e., Al13CoCrFeNi which corresponds to ~
0.6mol fraction), a dual phase microstructure was expected, which is con-
sistent with the results presented in this work. It should be pointed out,
however, that a wide variation of microstructures has in general been re-
ported in the literature for similar compositions. The difference in processing
routes and the subsequent thermal treatments along with the limited un-
derstanding of phase stability in this alloy contributes to the reported varia-
bility [19]. The samples considered in this experimental study were homo-
genized as described above resulting in relatively stable properties. Aging
treatments at temperatures< 900 °C caused no noticeable changes in mi-
crostructure. However, once the heat treatment temperature was increased to
1300 °C, which based on the calculated phase maps reported in [19] would
place the alloy in a dual phase region slightly below the expected ~ 1350 °C
melting temperature, significant changes in the microstructure were in-
troduced. An increase in the BCC volume fraction along with coarsening in
the FCC grains and a departure from their original lamella structure present
in the “As Grown” conditions was observed. In addition, phase composition
changes were measured for both of the constituent phases. These changes did
alter the mechanical properties at the macro-scale as summarized in Fig. 2
(e.g., strength) as well as the micro-scale as reported in Table 1 (e.g., plastic
strain partitioning between phases). Understanding the impact on the me-
chanical properties, particularly at the micro-scale, was the focus in this work.
However, it's important to note that further work is needed to develop a
better understanding of phase stability and thermal processing of the
AlxCoCrFeNi HEA system as they have a major impact on the eventual alloy
strength and ductility as shown in this study.

Fig. 7. (a)-(c) DIC reference images captured using the SEM at three different magnifications. The area outlined with a red and blue rectangles in (a) represents the regions of interest at
3000× and 4000× magnifications shown in (b) and (c), respectively. (d)-(f) Full field strain contour showing the normal strain after deformation at −196 °C loading temperature. See
Table 3 for data summary.

Table 3
Summary of the plastic strain partitioning for cryogenic temperature deformation (-196 °C).

Magnification Region of Interest
(µm2)

Residual Normal
Strain (%)

FCC Average Normal
Strain (%)

BCC Average Normal
Strain (%)

Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

FCC Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

BCC Normal Strain
Stdv. (%)

1000 × 4800 1.68 1.91 1.26 1.08 1.11 0.86
3000 × 1200 1.75 2.06 1.20 1.30 1.41 0.84
4000 × 660 1.62 2.05 0.81 1.48 1.61 0.69
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A proper analysis of properties at the micro-scale is crucial in un-
derstanding the inhomogeneity of deformation at small length scales
(sub-grain and in the vicinity of interface boundaries). The resulting
strain localizations at such levels effects the material strength, ductility
levels and is a precursor to damage initiation [9,10]. The full field strain
measurements conducted on “As Grown” samples and heat treated
samples in this work revealed a difference in the local material response
as manifested by changes in the plastic strain partitioning between the
FCC and BCC constituent phases. The average strain in the FCC phase
increased with the introduction of a 1300 °C heat treatment and further
increased with additional treatment time. These changes are most
probably related/induced by the increase in the BCC volume fraction
and coarsening in the FCC grains. The BCC phase is known to be a
harder phase compared to FCC, consequently, and as the BCC phase
volume fraction increases with heat treatment, the FCC phase has to
deform more in order to accommodate the same levels of deformation.
This results in higher magnitudes of strain accumulation in the FCC
phase with BCC volume fraction increase. The relatively unchanged
BCC average strain for the two heat-treated samples presented in
Table 2 further confirms this conclusion (i.e., although BCC volume
fraction increased, the average BCC strain did not, FCC phase had to
accommodate more strain). In addition, the associated FCC grain size
increase will inherently make the movement of slip dislocation easier
over longer distances compared to smaller grains where impedance to
their motion is expected from interface boundaries.

As discussed above, heat treatments leading to FCC grain size in-
crease and reduction of its originally closely spaced lamella structure
resulted in higher levels of strain accumulation in the FCC phase. On
the macro-scale, and despite the reduction in the number of interface
boundaries which would act as obstacles for dislocation motion and
enhance the strength, the alloy strength increased. The strengthening in
this case is most probably associated with the presence the hard BCC
phase. The stress partitioning during loading is expected to favor more
the harder BCC phase [29], thus leading to higher stresses at similar
levels of deformation. The second phase (hard BCC) strengthening has
obviously surpassed the reduction in strength expected due to FCC
grain coarsening. Since the two strengthening mechanisms are altered
differently during heat treatment, the observed trend is not expected to
be linear and eventually the strength should start to drop with further
FCC grain size increase. This suggests that the alloy strength can be

optimized through a careful selection of the heat treatment time. For
the heat treatments conducted in this work at 1300 °C, the 120min
treatment experienced a slight drop in strength compared to the 60min
treatment (compare stress-strain curves shown in Figs. 4a and 5a.).
Based on the previous discussion, this indicates that the optimal heat
treatment time at this temperature has to be between 60 and 120min.

The unloading behavior of the AlxCoCrFeNi HEA was characterized
by a non-linear unloading curve and large recoverable strains. The
deviation from linear elastic recovery can be induced by various as-
pects. Although Ma et al. have reported a stress induced martensite
transformation for this alloy [29], it is unlikely that the behavior ob-
served in this work is due to the superelastic response present in shape
memory alloys. The EBSD data collected after unloading does not point
to any residual martensite in the deformed samples. The response,
however, is comparable to non-linear recovery reported for some high
strength dual phase steels but with the recovery strains being con-
siderably higher. Various theories have been proposed to explain the
rather large amounts of recoverable strains. These include the presence
of residual stresses, reverse yielding in the soft ferrite phase, the re-
pelling of dislocation in pileups following load release, and the bowing
of dislocation lines during unloading [40–45]. The in-situ high resolu-
tion local strain measurements presented in Fig. 3 do not clearly point
to any reversed yielding mechanism. The strain contour plot in Fig. 3e
just before unloading and Fig. 3f after unloading points to local re-
duction in the strains but no additional accumulation, which would be
induced in the case of reversed yielding, during unloading. The large
volume fraction of the hard BCC phase and the development of internal
stresses due to incompatibility around the phase boundaries are more
likely to influence the observed non-linear unloading response. As
shown in the summary presented in Fig. 2b, the heat treatments which
caused a change in the BCC volume fraction were accompanied by an
increase in recovery strains after loading to similar deformation levels.
The relaxation taking place at dislocation pileups can also explain the
large strain recovery. The strain localizations at phase boundaries si-
milar to what is shown in Fig. 5d are induced by slip in the FCC grains
and the formation of pileup at the FCC/BCC boundary. As these dis-
locations are hard to transmit through the phase boundary to the BCC
regions (as confirmed by the preferential accumulation of strains in the
FCC grains), high local stresses will develop. Relaxation taking place in
the vicinity of these highly stressed regions once loading is removed

Fig. 8. (a) SEM image of a selected region following 3% deformation at cryogenic temperature (−196 °C). The activated slip system and their corresponding Schmid factors are marked
for the FCC grains. (b) – (c) Grain orientation and phase maps for the same region shown in (a), respectively.
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will contribute to the relatively large recoverable strains reported for
this alloy.

Studies on the low temperature response of the AlxCoCrFeNi HEA
system remains limited [21,30]. The EBSD and high resolution strain
measurements conducted in this work (Figs. 7 and 8) supports the previous
observations of slip dominated deformation even at cryogenic temperatures.
Compared to RT deformation, although slip dominates in both cases, the
mismatch between the two consistent phases was more pronounced with
higher level of plastic strains accumulation in the FCC grains relative to the
hard BCC phase. This partitioning in plastic strains, which is indicative of
the mismatch and incompatibility at the grain level, was not observed for
RT deformation in “As Grown” samples. The buildup of strains pre-
ferentially in the FCC phase is accompanied by the creation of pileups im-
pinging at phase boundaries. As discussed above, this results in higher stress
levels and can be the source of the large recoverable strains upon unloading.
The slight increase in recovery strains as shown in Fig. 6a, compared to RT
deformation (both same heat treatment), is consistent with the observation
of higher levels of strain accumulation in the FCC phase. It still remains
unclear, however, why did the BCC phase accumulate less strains at
−196 °C compared to RT deformation. Changes in ductility and strain
hardening properties of the BCC phase can be expected at lower tempera-
tures and can potentially result in such changes. In addition, the accumu-
lation of slip in the BCC phase can also be hindered by the phase boundary
properties and its tendency to allow transmission of slip dislocations from
the softer FCC phase. Studies focused on identifying the degradation in
ductility and any changes in the slip transmission properties at low tem-
perature can shed further insight into this observed response.

5. Conclusions

The work supports the following conclusions:

1. The AlxCoCrFeNi HEA alloy is characterized by a heterogeneous
local deformation response and dissimilar plastic strain accumula-
tion among the FCC and BCC constituent phases.

2. Aging heat treatments at temperatures up to 800 °C produced in-
significant changes to the microstructure of the alloy. However, very
high thermal treatments conducted at 1300 °C caused pronounced
changes to the phase volume fractions and the morphology of the
microstructure. With longer heat treatment, the FCC grain size in-
creased and deviated from the originally fine lamella structure.

3. The amount of plastic strain partitioning was shown to depend on
phase volume fraction and FCC grain size. Increasing the BCC phase
volume fraction through heat treatment resulted in higher levels of
plastic strain accumulation in the larger FCC grains compared to the
BCC phase.

4. Strain localizations at phase boundaries were observed through high
resolution strain measurements. These localizations were associated
with the formation of pileups at the interface boundary.

5. The unloading response of the HEA was non-linear with rather large
magnitudes of recoverable strains.

6. Deformation at cryogenic temperatures revealed no changes in the
underlying deformation mechanism due to temperate reduction; the
plasticity was still accommodated by slip activity. Compared to RT
deformation, larger magnitudes of plastic strains were shown to
accumulate in the FCC phase and less in the BCC phase with tem-
perature reduction.
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